
 

Wyatt Transport Cup Results  

Forty two men turned up to play in the 2011 Wyatt Transport Cup, 
eight seeds were determined from the DFA WADC ranking sheets 
and each were randomly drawn to a board and the remainder 
were drawn randomly to make six groups of five and two groups of six with 
the top three from each group progressing through to the next stage. 

We also had nine B Grader’s attend with the highest achiever winning fifty dollars that being 
Bernie Mickle. 

To start the day Kyle Anderson [left] had the highest peg of 170 
against Brad Dunster. 

Great games were had through all the groups, overall we had 
twenty four advanced to the next stage, the 8 number one’s 
advanced to the last 16 with the other 24 randomly drawn to 
play against the board winners. 

A hard fought match between Norm Anderson and Brian Dixon 
with Brian sticking the last peg with a 4-3 victory. 

The last 16 stage we saw three very hard matches between Brian 
Dixon and Kerry Whear with Brian taking the game 5-4 likewise with Chad Stack against Gary 
Hunter as did Lindsay Haji Ali against Dave Methven. 

It was really good to see Denis Parr finding some of his past form and producing the darts 
we have been used to seeing form him over the years. 

Kyle Anderson producing the form he displayed at The West Coast Classic took Denis out of 
the Semi-final averaging 27.66 to Denis’s hard fought 27.06 again doubles proved to be 
elusive. 



Barry Gardner [left] producing some of the best darts of his 
life to dispose of Lindsay Haji Ali and finding himself in his 
first final. 

Kyle was the crowd favourite and Barry took the match up to 
him with a neck and neck affair, with Kyle’s experience telling 
the difference at the end of the Day. Great game of darts 
well done to all who participated. 

 


